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The ,R.P .S. Centenary
T was at four o'clock in the afternoon of January 20th, London. The Duke of Edinburgh has graciously consented
1853, that there was held, at the house of the Royal to extend his partronage to this event, which is' expected to
Society of Arts, a meeting of amateur photographers who attract many distinguished scientists and photographers
passed a resolution to the effect that there should be formed from overseas as -well as from all parts of this country.
a society to be called "The Photographic Society." From There will be a full programme of. lectures, visits and social
the name chosen, it is clear that, at all events in the belief events, and the Conference will last for a full week.
To mark the Society's Centenary, this issue contains
of the founders, there was no other such society in existence,
though others followed so soon that it was commonly a special article on the history of the R.P.S. by Mr. Harry
Cooper, for very many years the Society'_s official reporter,
known as '' The Photographic Society of London. ',. Twentyone years later the name was officially changed to " The who has probably attended more meetings in the last halfPhotographic Society of Great Britain,'' for by that time it · century than any other·membcr. In addition there is an
had become universally recognized as the premier society article giving a picture of photography as it was practised
of the kingdom. · This status was officially confirmed in the early days of the Society.
twenty years later still when, in 1894, it became, by Royal
By K. Reitz.
Charter, " The Royal Photographic Society of Great WI NTER EVENING.
Britain."
Yesterday the centenary of the R.P.S. was· celebrated by
a series of events culminating in a dinner attended by the
Duke and Duchess of Gloucester and many notable guests,
including Professor E. D. Adrian, President of the Royal
Society, and Sir Gerald Kelly, President of the Royal
Academy. Both replied to the toast of "The Guests," so
fitly emphasizing the special status of photography as both
a science and an art. In the morning the President, Mr.
I. D. Wratten, received at the Society' s House many
addresses of congratulation from kindred organizations in
this court try and abroad, · and in the afternoon the senior
Vice-President, Mr. Bertram Sinkinson, gave a Centenary
Lecture, the material of which was based on the first two
lectures ever to be given before the Society, in the actual
building where the Society had been formed a hundred
years before, almost to the hour.
The centenary celebrations organized by the R.P.S. are
by no means limited to the actual day that saw the ·completion of its first hundred years of active work, but are to
be continued well into the first year of the second century
that begins today. The Annual Exhibition is to be replaced
by a series of exhibitions lasting throughout the year, all
having the centenary as their theme, and it is intended to
arrange -a special lecture by some outstanding personality
in connection with each.
/
Perhaps. the most important event of the year, and one
which is fully in line with the Society's declared aim of
promoting the genernl advancement of photography and its
applications, will be the International Conference on the
Science and Applications of Photography, to be held in
September at the Institute of Education in Malet Street,
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The R.P.S.-100 Years' Retrospect
HARRY COOPER

E

VEN with the prolongation of human life no living
memory goes back for a hundredJears. But some
of us ageing folk retain most vivi recollections of
fifty. years ago. Fifty ·years ago the Editor of Amateur
Photographer was Horsley Hinton-a photographic
pictorialist of the front rank and a most engaging and
high-spirited personality. "He was one of the leaders
of the new pictorialism, along with Craig Annan,
Alexander Keighley, Alfred Steiglitz, and others .
Some of his pictures were acc;laimed as amongst the
highest examples of pictorial photography.
One of. Horsley Hinton' s interests at that time was
the London Camera Club, a rather Bohemian body,
which met in Charing Cross Road on Monday and
. Thursday evenings. He got me to report these meetings
for him, but one day he told me that he had been
reminded that there was, after all, another photographic institution in London, half-a-mile away in
what was then a rather select Bloomsbury, which
claimed that dignity deserved publicity at least as
much as impudence: So Tuesday evenings-which
were the night in the_ week for R.P.S . meetingswere earmarked in the diary for that purpose.
The Royal' Photographic Society was then meeting
in one of the tall old houses on the east side of Russell
Square-No. 66-fong since pulled down to make way
for the Imperial Hotel. It's meetings were of a much
more formal and conventional chara~er than those of
the London Camera Club. One night in the month
was given up usually to a paper on some scientific or
. technical aspect of photography, another to some
photographic application, a third to the demonstration
ofi some printing or other process, and on the fourth
the Society would unbend to a travelogue or something
of the kind.
Fiftieth Birthday
The very first meeting I ~ttel).ded happened to be
the annual general meeting of the Society in March,
1903, when the fiftieth birthday was being celebrated.
But there was no mark of jubilee about the occasion.
It was a solemn assembly of greybeards with a very
dull major-general in the chair. I remember it for a
certain personal circumstance. After some formal
business the major-general announced that all persons
whatsoever who were . not members of the Society
must instantly dismiss. After a little hesitation I made
for the door, to be summoned back by a young man
wearing one of the most clever and cheerful countenances I had ever seen. He told me that as I was
reporting for the Press I was not technically a "person"
within the. meaning of the by-law. He explained that
although it was intolerable that any member of the
public should listen to what the R.P.S. had to say
about its annual accounts, it was quite in order for a
reporter to recor-0 what was said for the benefit of all
and sundry. This sounded strange to a budding
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journalist, but during the ·ensuing fifty years there
have been many similar startling revelations.
I discovered that the young.man who had caught my
coat tails on that occasion was C. E. K. Mees, already
a name of magic in photographic science, especially in
colour sensitivity. He and a colleague, most often
Sheppard, but he always the prime mover, read a series
of remarkable papers to the Society at about this time.
They were recondite, they assumed a knowledge of
photo-chemistry which few in that audience could
have possessed, terms such as "gamma infinity" were
tossed about as a juggler tosses the balls. Many in his
R.P.S . audiences understood what it was all about as
little as I understood it myself, and yet the charm of
the performance was such that they watched fascinated
and laughed and applauded at all the right points.
Shortly afterwards, to the loss of photographic gaiety
in Great Britain, Mees settled in America. The last
time I saw him, a few years ago at Oxford, it was
difficult to recognize in this weighty scientist the Peter
Pan of scientific photography of nearly half~a-century
bef~re .

The Inauguration of the Society
The Society at the time of which I am speaking was
fifty years old. It had been inaugurated at a well advertised and largely attended meeting in London on
Thursday, January 20th, 1853. It would be truer to
say that its inauguration had taken place a month
earlier, because on December 22nd, 1852, at the
Society of Arts in the Adelphi 774 specimens of photography wer.e exhibited and aroused the kind of enthusiasm which to-day would be given to new racing motorcars or new developments in television. The idea of
a society to bring together those interested in this
subject and to develop and further it followed swiftly
upon that exhibition. The meeting was held under the
presidency of Sir Charles Eastlake, President of the
Royal Academy, whose picture "Ruth and Boa,z" was
the Academy painting of that particular year. The
obvious leader of .such a movement would have been
Henry Fox Talbot, who had produced pictures on
sensitized paper fourteen years before, and whose name
was at the head of all the pioneers of photography on
the British side. I1\ was only after Fox Talbot had
declined the chair that Eastlake consented to occupy
it. Fox Talbot never seems to have come into any
close identification with the Society, but another
photographic pioneer of the period, the Rev. J. B.
· Reade,. became a member of the Society three years
after its foundation.
.
Photography, of course, was a well-established t'hing
before the Society come into existence. The wet collodion process had anticip~ted the Society by two years
or more. In the field of portraiture the gre~t work of
D. 0. Hill in Glasgow had already been done. Photography had evidently interested large numbers of
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people who ·had taken up mid-Victorian scientific middle years, and much pioneer work there received
pursuits, as the number of papers read at the early its first acclamation, or sometimes the crushing critimeetings sufficiently showed. It interested also those cism of silence. It was a great day for colour photowho had artistic feeling but lacked the technical ability graphy. One of the outstanding occasions was the first
to give it expression in the ordinary way with pencil or . demonstration of the new Lumiere Autochrome process
brush. And beyond these there was the great popular in 1907, when the house was packed with a crowd on
appeal of photography. Thus a writer in Macmillan's _the tipfoe of expectation. " Here," said everybody,
Magazine in the 'fifties declared that photography was "is colour photography at last-the real thing." Many
the greatest boon that had been conferred upon the other colour processt;s at that time made a transitory
poorer classes, by which he meant that they were able appearance. But in spite of the urge for colour,
to have portraits of absent relatives and friends, to photography as a monochrome art had its triumphs,
bring back memories of the dead and of past incidents too. The oil process was demonstrated in 1904, and the
first of many demonstrations of bromoil in 1907. To
and associations.
one who attended literally hundreds of meetings of the
The Interest of Royalty
Society during those years, demonstrations of autotype,
The Society was helped also by Royal patronage, al- platinotype, carbon seemed to litter the ground . .
The Society's meetings did not stop-I do not
though it was not until 1B94 that it became " Royal."
Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort attended the first recall that they were even curtailed-during the first
exhibition in 1854, and expressed their extreme satis- world war. On some occasions they coincided with .
faction with its excellence. · The young Prince of air raids, with targets that seemed to be quite uncomWales, afterwards Edward VII, visited the exhibition fortably near, but the ass.e mbled photographers saw
in 1857 as a lad of fifteen. At one of those early ex- it through, just as they endured a good deal else at that
hibitions Queen Victoria kept her carriage waiting for time. The annual exhibitions also continued, although
an hour beyond the time fixed for her departure.
during the war years they became more or less house
If the Society went to the Royal Academy f_9r its exhibitions, and were assisted to a large extent by
first President, it went to the law for · its second. This work from the United States. It was in the earlier
was Sir Frederick Pollock, Lord Chief Baron, · who years that the New Gallery in Regent Street became
would not have it, by the way, that photography was the scene of the photographic event of the year, with
rightly called an art, but described it as a practical the secretary of the Society nervously at the door .
science. The third president came from the fellowship ·expecting Queen Alexandra to come along at any
of the Royal Society in James Glaisher, who occupied moment.
the chair for as long as 22 years.
Other early Presidents were Sir Henry Trueman The Development of the Group~
As with other growing bodies, so with the R.P.S.,
Wood, secr~tary of the Society of Arts, the Earl of
Crawford, interested in many. provinces of art, T. R. grouping or sectionalizing became necessary. The first
Dallmeyer, the optician, Sir William Abney, photo- sign of it was when a President of the Society, F. F.
graphic chemist and one of those who helped to set Renwick, sought to form a Scientific and Technical
the stage for colour photography, and Lord Redesdale. Section. This was done in 1919 and a little later came
The last named was one 0f the most picturesque figures a Pictorial Section, which devoted Friday evenings to
of Edwardian society, a man who would have caught interminable discussions on the ethics and other aspects
the eye in any age; perhaps most of all around St. of pictorialism. Other groups followed, devoted to
James's in the time of the Regency. His silver curls, kinematography, colour and miniature camera work,
his dandyish attire, and his aristocratic manner only and medical applications. The Society's meetings,
faintly disguised his solid culture and his personal which were originally only on Tuesday evenings, more.
charm. He was a connoisseur in many fields, especially or less extended themselves through the week. This
in the art of Japan. His two presidential addresses, has largely met the complaint that one or other
.although they had less direct photographic interest sectional interest was being disregarded .
The Pictorial is today the largest of the groups, with
than most, were two of the most remarkable ever
delivered from the Society's chair. One was an close upon 1,000 members, followed by the Scientific
exposition of the history of paper and the other a and Technical with 600. With its meetings, its journal,
masterly appreciation of Leonardo da Vinci.
its library and mt1seum, its permanent collection, the
The Society at this period occupied in succession Society, through its 6,000 members, can be said to be
two houses in Russell Square, then still much favoured serving photography in a manner worthy of its hundred
by bench and bar. The first was No. 66 on the east years of history. It faces its second .hundred years with
side, the second was No. 35 on the west side, more confidence. What shape and pattern will photography
elegant than the one across the way, and one could have taken in the year 2053 ? What new marvels
imagine what stately functions had: taken place on will it bring to thrill, and what new beauty to adorn,
occasion under its fine ceilings. Later, even this house the world ? But if experience of the past hundred
had to give way to the claims of London University years counts for anything, photography will continue
and the Society found refuge in its present house in to have during the next hundred the guardianship and
the aristocratic quarter of Prince's Gate, almost oppo- encouragement of a Society which is able to command
site the memorial to its early friend, the Prince Consort. the unstinted, loyal, unrewarded service of those most
Old members of the Society may recall the Russell skilled and well informed in its every branch and
·
Square days with regret. The Society was then in its application.
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